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The work was aimed to develop a robust virtual sensing design methodology for sensing and active

control applications of vibro-acoustic systems. The proposed virtual sensor was designed to estimate

a broadband acoustic interior sound pressure using structural sensors, with robustness against certain

dynamic uncertainties occurring in an acoustic–structural coupled enclosure. A convex combination

of Kalman sub-filters was used during the design, accommodating different sets of perturbed

dynamic model of the vibro-acoustic enclosure. A minimax optimization problem was set up to

determine an optimal convex combination of Kalman sub-filters, ensuring an optimal worst-case vir-

tual sensing performance. The virtual sensing and active noise control performance was numerically

investigated on a rectangular panel-cavity system. It was demonstrated that the proposed virtual sen-

sor could accurately estimate the interior sound pressure, particularly the one dominated by cavity-

controlled modes, by using a structural sensor. With such a virtual sensing technique, effective active

noise control performance was also obtained even for the worst-case dynamics.
VC 2011 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.3531941]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the past several decades, there has been considerable

work devoted to the active control of low-frequency noise

and vibration for vibro-acoustic systems, which can be

implemented on systems such as the interior of buildings or

aircraft/automotive cabins. Part of the work focused on

active control of structural sound radiation to a free field,

while other on acoustic–structural coupled enclosures (such

as Pan and Hansen, 1991; Snyder and Tanaka, 1993; Cazzo-

lato, 1999; Kim and Brennan, 2000; Tanaka and Kobayashi,

2006; Hill et al., 2009; Li and Cheng, 2010 and references

therein). Two active control strategies in this aspect are the

global and local active controls, showing respective merits

and limitations. The global active control targets the overall

noise reduction in a cavity, in terms of acoustic quantities

such as acoustic potential energy. In general, the global

active control can be successfully achieved at a resonance by

targeting the dominant resonances that contribute to the cav-

ity acoustic potential energy in a low modal density region

(Bullmore et al., 1987). However, when the response is con-

tributed by a large number of modes such as in the off-reso-

nance region, global control is likely to be less effective

(Thomas et al., 1993).

On the other hand, the local active control only reduces

interior noise by creating a zone of quiet, which only

requires a smaller number of secondary sources compared to

that of global active control. Various active control algo-

rithms with fixed or adaptive control filters can be used to

minimize signal’s energy at error sensors so as to create a

zone of quiet inside a cavity. However, the local control

performance is limited due to the localized nature of the

zone of quiet. Elliott et al. (1988) studied active pressure

cancellation using a remote secondary/control source in a

pure-tone diffuse field. It was found that, on average, the

shape of zone of quiet with more than 10 dB pressure reduc-

tion was a sphere around the cancellation point with a diam-

eter of only one-tenth of the acoustic wavelength. By

controlling pressure and pressure gradient quantities, the 10

dB zone of quiet can be increased to one-half of the wave-

length along the axis of pressure gradient (Elliott and Gar-

cia-Bonito, 1995). Nevertheless, the spatial extent of

effective noise reduction is very limited, and moreover, the

local active control action may increase the noise outside the

zone of quiet so that error sensors must be placed at or very

close to the target locations. It is envisaged that it may not

be convenient to place an error sensor close to one’s ears for

active control purposes. This leads to an alternative sensing

method, the virtual sensing method, to create a zone of quiet

at a target location using a real/physical sensor at some dis-

tance away.

A number of virtual sensing algorithms have been pro-

posed by various researchers such as the one reviewed by

Moreau et al. (2008). The virtual microphone method, pro-

posed by Elliott and David (1992), was used to predict a

sound pressure at a distance away from a microphone with

the assumption of equal primary sound pressures at locations

of the physical and virtual microphones. Popovich (1997)

and Roure and Albarrazin (1999) utilized the concept of the
remote microphone technique using a set of transfer func-

tions without the need of equal primary sound field assump-

tions for the physical and virtual microphones. Cazzolato

(1999) proposed the forward difference prediction technique
based on a polynomial extrapolation of acoustic signals

observed at a number of microphones, which did not require
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an a priori system identification of the acoustic system. This

method was later extended by using the adaptive least-
mean-square (LMS) virtual technique (Cazzolato, 2002) in

which an adaptive LMS algorithm was used to obtain the

optimal microphone weights for the extrapolation. Based on

the optimal state estimation, Petersen et al. (2008) utilized a

Kalman filter to design a virtual sensor for active noise con-

trol system. There was also virtual sensing work conducted

for a diffused sound field system (Moreau et al., 2009) or for

moving virtual sensing (Petersen et al., 2007).

All these studies focused on using acoustic sensors, such

as microphones or energy density sensors, to predict acoustic

quantities at virtual locations. They were not intended to be

used for vibro-acoustic applications, in which sensors in a

structural domain were used for virtual sensing in an acoustic

domain. However, for vibro-acoustic applications, it can be

useful to avoid the use of potentially bulky acoustic sensors

and use compact structural vibration sensors instead, such as

those used in active structural acoustic control (ASAC). Fur-

thermore, most of the work did not specifically consider the

robustness issue, although Kalman-based virtual sensors

(Petersen et al., 2008) have some inherent robustness to pro-

cess and measurement noises. Other works such as that con-

ducted by Wenzel et al. (2007) also utilized Kalman filter as

a virtual sensor although for non-acoustic automotive control

applications. The majority of the work in robust control using

virtual sensors was dedicated to diffracted sound field for

active headrest applications (e.g., Rafaely and Elliot, 1999;

Pawelczyk, 2003) rather than for vibro-acoustic systems. The

work concerned the design of robust control algorithms, such

as using h2/h1 control method, to accommodate possible

changes in system dynamics and not particularly on the

robustness of the virtual sensing algorithm itself.

Still, there are challenges for developing the vibro-acous-

tic virtual sensors. First, the interior acoustic responses can

only be sensed structurally in terms of the fluid–structural

coupling. Such a coupling is usually weak due to the relatively

high stiffness of the panel and the low density of air (Pan and

Bies, 1990; Cheng, 1994). This concern is articulated when an

acoustic excitation is considered because the system responses

are dominated by acoustic modes that need to be detected

accurately using structural sensors. Second, structural meas-

urements of a weakly coupled vibro-acoustic system are very

sensitive to changes in system dynamic and structural mea-

surement noise. Hence, the virtual sensing robustness can be

critical since the virtual sensor accuracy may be significantly

degraded, negatively impacting on the active control perform-

ance. To achieve a guaranteed virtual sensing performance

over possible uncertain systems, a virtual sensor needs to be

designed with an explicit consideration of sensing robustness.

Considering the above challenges in the existing techniques,

the present work targets at a robust virtual sensing design

methodology for sensing and active control applications of

vibro-acoustic systems. The contributions of our work are

twofold. First, the work proposed a virtual sensor for vibro-

acoustic applications, using only structural sensors to estimate

the interior sound pressures of an acoustic–structural coupled

enclosure. Second, the work investigated the issue of virtual

sensing robustness by developing a robust virtual sensor

design methodology which took into account possible

dynamic uncertainties in the system.

The structure of the paper is as follows: Sec. II discusses

the uncertain dynamic model of an acoustic–structural

coupled enclosure which is used to develop a robust virtual

sensor. Section III proposes a robust virtual sensor method-

ology which takes into account possible dynamic uncertain-

ties in the vibro-acoustic system and measurement noise of

structural sensors. Section IV provides a numerical analysis

on the virtual sensor design, virtual sensing, and active noise

control performances on a rectangular panel-cavity system.

The conclusion of the work is presented in Sec. V.

II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF PERTURBED
VIBRO-ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS

As this work proposed a method for designing virtual

sensors without the use of acoustic sensors, the consideration

of fluid–structural interactions becomes important. A rectan-

gular coupled panel-cavity system as shown in Fig. 1 was

chosen as a representative of vibro-acoustic systems, whose

dynamic behavior can be described using the modal-cou-

pling method (Fahy, 1985) from the governing partial differ-

ential equations:

r2pðx; y; z; tÞ � 1

c2
€pðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ �q _qþ 2q€wðx; y; tÞdðz� z0Þ;

(1)

Dr4wðx; y; tÞ þ m €wðx; y; tÞ ¼ f ðtÞdðx� xf Þdðy� yf Þ
þ pðx; y; z0; tÞ; (2)

where p, q, w, c, q, m, and f are the sound pressure in the

cavity at location (x, y, z), acoustic source volume velocity

per unit volume, panel displacement at location (x, y), speed

of sound in the fluid, fluid density, panel mass per unit area,

and the external point force applied at location (xf, yf),

FIG. 1. A rectangular acoustic–structural coupled system used for numeri-

cal validation. The flexible panel is located at the bottom of the cavity.
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respectively. The panel stiffness, D, is obtained from

D¼Ed3=12(1� m2) where E, d, and m are Young’s modulus,

thickness, and Poisson’s ratio of the panel, respectively. In

addition, d(�) is the Dirac delta function and z0 is the location

of a flat panel in z-coordinate. It should be noted that this

work is also applicable for more complex systems whose

modal properties can be obtained from numerical modeling

or experimental methods.

The modal decomposition method (Fahy, 1985) is used

by representing the structural and acoustic responses with

their respective in-vacuo panel and rigid-walled cavity eigen-

functions as well as their time-dependent modal displacement

and sound pressure. The state space model can then be con-

structed from the set of ordinary differential equations.

Figure 2 depicts the general configuration of the pro-

posed virtual sensing design. Deterministic excitations were

not shown in the figure for the sake of clarity. There are two

general types of disturbance sources, structural f and acoustic

q, that may excite the vibro-acoustic system. In designing a

virtual sensor for such a system, the main aim is to robustly

estimate the acoustic pressure, yv 2 RNv at Nm cavity loca-

tions, using the information obtained from Np structural sen-

sors, �yp 2 RNp , whose measurements are corrupted by

measurement noise, vp 2 RNp .

A linear time-invariant state space model of a vibro-

acoustic system can be described by

_rðtÞ ¼ ArðtÞ þ BddðtÞ þ BuuðtÞ; (3)

�ypðtÞ ¼ CprðtÞ þ vpðtÞ; (4)

yvðtÞ ¼ CvrðtÞ; (5)

where r 2 RNr ; d 2 RNd , and u 2 RNu are the Nr states

of the plant, Nd acoustic or structural process/disturbance

inputs, and Nu control inputs, respectively. Furthermore,

A 2 RNr�Nr ;Bd 2 RNr�Nd ;Bu 2 RNr�Nu ;Cp 2 RNp�Nr ; and

Cv 2 RNv�Nr , respectively, denote the state matrix, input

matrices for disturbance and control sources, and the output

matrices for structural sources and acoustic sensors at virtual

locations. Note that in this study for virtual sensing purposes,

we are interested in the acoustic pressure response yv which

was directly correlated to disturbance inputs. This explains

why an uncorrelated noise term was not included in yv

expression in Eq. (5) since it cannot be “observed” by struc-

tural sensors.

In contrast to a more conservative norm-bounded uncer-

tainty model, the polytope parameter uncertainty model with

convex bounded uncertainties (Lewis et al., 2008) was used

to represent the possible variations of dynamic model of a

vibro-acoustic system. The model can provide descriptions

of parameter uncertainties that may occur in actual physical

systems, such as variations in resonant frequencies or damp-

ing. Consider a perturbed vibro-acoustic system from input

½dT uT vT
p �

T
to output ½�yp

T ym
T]T

Ak ½Bdk Buk 0�
Cpk ½ 0 0 I�
Cvk ½ 0 0 0�

264
375 ¼ XL

i¼1

ki

Ai ½Bdi Bui 0�
Cpi ½ 0 0 I�
Cvi ½ 0 0 0�

264
375;

(6)

where subscripts k and i, respectively, denote the state space

matrices associated with the polytope model k and the ith ver-

tex model. Here, L is the number of vertices from the poly-

topic parameter uncertainty model and the polytope parameter

is denoted by k which belongs to a unit simplex

K ¼ k 2 RL;
XL

i¼1

ki ¼ 1; ki � 0

( )
: (7)

III. ROBUST VIRTUAL SENSOR DESIGN

It is well known that the Kalman filter is a linear optimal

filter, in a mean-square sense, for a dynamic system under

stochastic process and measurement noises (Gelb, 1974).

Note that the optimal continuous filter is called Kalman–

Bucy filter, but it is referred to as the Kalman filter herein-

after in the study for brevity. Such a Kalman filter has been

used for designing a virtual sensor for purely acoustic sys-

tems (Petersen et al., 2008). In contrast, our work focused on

developing vibro-acoustic virtual sensors for a system with

certain dynamic uncertainties.

For an uncertain dynamic model, let �kj

¼ ½kj1;…; kjL�T 2 K be a set of ki values representing a

particular polytope model inside a convex set K, not neces-

sarily at the vertices. This uncertain dynamic model �kj can

be represented by Gpdðx; �kjÞ ¼D ðAj;Bdj;Cpj; 0Þ and

Gvdðx; �kjÞ ¼D ðAj;Bdj;Cvj; 0Þ; which are the transfer functions

from the process/disturbance input d to the uncorrupted

structural sensor output yp and the acoustic virtual sensor

output yv, respectively.

Consider the case where the process and measurement

noises are white, zero mean, Gaussian, and uncorrelated. The

diagonal spectral density matrices for the process and mea-

surement noises are described by Qd and Qn, respectively. In

this work, multiple Kalman sub-filters Fj(x) with j¼ 1, …, L
were utilized for the virtual sensor design. Consider a nominal

model described by polytope parameter �kj;Gpdðx; �kjÞ; and

Gvdðx; �kjÞ. The jth Kalman sub-filter Fj(x), as an H2-optimal

FIG. 2. A generic virtual sensor configuration for a coupled panel-cavity

system with structural and acoustic excitations. The virtual sensor filter F
utilized information from the structural measurement to estimate the interior

sound pressure. For clarity, deterministic excitations were not shown.
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linear estimator, minimizes the h2 norm of the virtual sens-

ing error system for the nominal model Gdðx; �kjÞ

min
Fj2F

JðFjðxÞ;Gdðx; �kjÞ;Qd;QnÞ

¼ min
Fj2F

Gvdðx; �kjÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Qd

p
0
ih���

�FjðxÞ½Gpdðx; �kjÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Qd

p ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Qn

p i���2

2
; (8)

where F is the set of all causal and stable linear time-invari-

ant filter and

Gd ¼
�

Gvd

Gpd

�
:

The steady-state Kalman filter solution is obtained by

finding the limiting solution of the error covariance Pj associ-

ated with the following algebraic Riccati equation under cer-

tain convergence conditions (Gelb, 1974; Lewis et al., 2008)

_Pj ¼ AjPj þ PjA
T
j þ BdjQdBT

dj � PjC
T
pjQ
�1
n CpjPj ¼ 0: (9)

The Kalman gain can then be obtained as

Kpj ¼ PjC
T
pjQ
�1
n : (10)

Although such a Kalman-based virtual sensor can perform

well under a nominal system, there is no guarantee that it

would perform reasonably well when the system dynamic is

no longer at the nominal case. The Kalman filter can be

designed for a better sensing performance, though it is still

limited for the nominal system. It should be noted that

obtaining a virtual sensor filter based on the direct inversion

of transfer function associated with structural sensor output,

Gpd, is generally not a practical solution because of potential

problems with the stability, causality, and noise sensitivity

of such a filter. Transfer function Gpd is generally not a col-

located system with respect to the disturbance input, i.e., it is

a non-minimum phase system which has an unstable inver-

sion. Further, since a vibro-acoustic dynamic model always

contains inaccuracies particularly at anti-resonance regions

where the signal-to-noise is low, a direct inversion of the

model may lead to a virtual sensor filter with high noise sen-

sitivity due to its excessive sensor gain. In this case, the Kal-

man filter can provide a practical alternative to designing a

virtual sensor, although a consideration of robustness in the

design is necessary.

In the work, a robust virtual sensor filter was constructed

from a convex combination of Kalman sub-filters based on

the work proposed by Geromel and Martins (2009). As an

improvement, the proposed robust filter design did not use

the set of extreme Kalman sub-filters associated with L verti-

ces of the polytope model. A convex combination of Kalman

sub-filters was chosen to minimize the performance criterion

similar to Eq. (8) but over a range of possible dynamic

uncertainties. Each sub-filter represents an optimal Kalman

filter that minimizes the virtual sensing error energy for a

system described by a certain polytope model as in Eq. (6).

The robust virtual sensor is expressed as

FðxÞ ¼
XL

j¼1

jjFjðxÞ; (11)

where j [C with C ¼ fj 2 RL;
PL

i¼1 ji ¼ 1; ji � 0g, des-

cribes the relative contribution of each Kalman sub-filter,

Fj(x), which needs to be optimized for obtaining a satisfactory

robust sensing performance. Note that in general it is possible

to set L to be any positive integer number. Since the aim in

this study is to develop a practicable approach for virtual sens-

ing of vibro-acoustic system, we limit the design using L as

the number of vertices of the polytopic uncertainty model for a

tractable optimal filter solution. Figure 3 shows the diagram

for the robust vibro-acoustic virtual sensor, with deterministic

excitation u included, in which the estimated sound pressure at

virtual sensor locations can be minimized using active control

algorithms such as the adaptive filtering ones. Multiple Kal-

man sub-filters, as shown in Fig. 3(b), generated partial esti-

mates for the interior sound pressure, which were summed up

to produce an estimate of sound pressure at virtual locations.

The robust virtual sensor filter was designed by minimiz-

ing the worst virtual sensing error subject to broadband disturb-

ance ½dT vT
p �

T
. The optimal solution for jj’S (j¼ 1, …, L) was

obtained by setting up a constrained minimax optimization

FIG. 3. The vibro-acoustic robust virtual sensor diagram. (a) A general dia-

gram showing the virtual sensor filter F. (b) The composition of the virtual

sensor F as a convex combination of multiple Kalman sub-filters.
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min
j2C

max
k2K

Evðx; kÞk k2
2

¼ min
j2C

max
k2K

XL

j¼1

jj Gvdðx; kð Þ�FjðxÞGpdðx; kÞ
� ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Qd

ph�����
�FjðxÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Qn

p i�����
2

2

; (12)

where Em is the transfer function from ½dT vT
p �

T
to em¼ ym� byv

with byv being the estimated sound pressure at virtual sensor

locations.

In practice, the bandwidth of virtual sensor is limited

usually to low-frequency active control applications only.

For this purpose, the model used for virtual sensor design

can be constructed by including only relevant low-frequency

modes. Further, without loss of generality, colored process

and measurement noises can be accommodated such as using

a spectrum shaping filter and state augmentation process

(Lewis et al., 2008). The direct minimax optimization using

a sequential quadratic programming procedure was

employed in this study to solve the robust filtering problem

for vibro-acoustic systems with a high number of modes.

The state space realization of the virtual sensing error

system Ev can be constructed in terms of parameter uncer-

tainty k, and the optimization problem can be solved. The

proposed robust virtual sensor can then be expressed by

including the deterministic control input term with the asso-

ciated input matrix Buj

@r̂jðtÞ
@t
¼ AkjbrjðtÞ þ Kpj�ypðtÞ þ BujuðtÞ; j ¼ 1; :::; L; (13)

ŷvðtÞ ¼
XL

j¼1

jjCvjr̂jðtÞ; (14)

where r̂j denotes the estimated state vector and Akj¼Aj

�KpjCpj.

The proposed robust virtual sensor thus utilizes the

structural sensor measurement, corrupted by measurement

noise, to predict the states of the vibro-acoustic system.

From the estimated states, the desired interior sound pressure

at virtual locations in the cavity can be estimated. Each Kal-

man sub-filter gain Kpj depends on the error covariance Pj in

Eq. (9), which measures the uncertainty level of state estima-

tion, thus affecting the virtual sensing estimation. If the state

estimation is less “certain” due to an inaccurate model, the

Kalman gain will be “larger” to prioritize the measurements

from structural sensors. On the other hand, if the model is

relatively accurate, or the measurement noise level is signifi-

cant, the Kalman gain will be “small” to prioritize the esti-

mation based on the vibro-acoustic model.

In this work, it is generally easier to construct a model

with physical insight in continuous time rather than in dis-

crete time (Ljung, 1999). For the virtual sensor implementa-

tion, the optimized virtual sensor filter can then be discretized

before it is implemented on the vibro-acoustic system. For a

small sampling time, which is normally used for sensing and

active control applications of vibro-acoustic systems, there is

a direct relationship between discrete and continuous Kalman

filter structures (Lewis., 2008), which allows a simple conver-

sion between discrete and continuous robust virtual sensor fil-

ters for virtual sensing implementations.

IV. NUMERICAL VALIDATION OF ROBUST VIRTUAL
SENSOR DESIGN

To validate the proposed optimal virtual sensor design

methodology, a rectangular coupled panel-cavity system with

dimensions of (0.695 m, 0.976 m, 1.188 m) was utilized as a

benchmark. One side of the cavity was covered by an alumi-

num panel of size (0.695 m, 0.976 m) and thickness of 4 mm

at z0¼ 0, as depicted in Fig. 1. The proportional damping

ratios for the in-vacuo panel and rigid-walled cavity modes

were assumed to be 0.005 and 0.003, respectively. The highly

resonant system used in this study served the purpose of dem-

onstrating the robust virtual sensing effectiveness. The natural

frequencies of the coupled panel-cavity modes are shown in

Table I with the frequency range of interest up to around 300

Hz containing of the first 20 natural frequencies.

The acoustic virtual sensor inside the cavity was located

at the coordinate (xc, yc, zc) ¼ (0.070 m, 0.816 m, 1.028 m)

and a structural velocity sensor at (0.297 m, 0.360 m) was

used for virtual sensor design, whose placement was a priori
determined in Halim et al. (2010). The design criterion of

the sensor location was to ensure that the structural sensor

output energy was dominated by the modes that were impor-

tant for the virtual sensor. For this velocity sensor location,

only dominant first, seventh, and ninth panel-controlled

modes and dominant second–sixth cavity-controlled modes

were targeted, as those modes were relevant for this particu-

lar virtual sensor location. In this analysis, the system eigen-

functions were unchanged although the natural frequencies

and modal damping were perturbed. Note that in a more

TABLE I. First 20 natural frequencies of a coupled panel-cavity system

[n or h indicates the nth panel-controlled or hth cavity-controlled modes

(shown in bold), respectively].

Mode number and n or h Frequency (Hz)

1 [h 5 1, (0,0,0)] 0.0

2 [n¼ 1, (1,1)] 31.6

3 [n¼ 2, (1,2)] 59.8

4 [n¼ 3, (2,1)] 89.2

5 [n¼ 4, (1,3)] 110.3

6 [n¼ 5, (2,2)] 119.6

7 [h 5 2, (0,0,1)] 145.9

8 [n¼ 6, (2,3)] 169.9

9 [h 5 3, (0,1,0)] 175.9

10 [n¼ 7, (1,4)] 181.6

11 [n¼ 8, (3,1)] 188.8

12 [n¼ 9, (3,2)] 218.4

13 [h 5 4, (0,1,1)] 229.7

14 [n¼ 10, (2,4)] 240.3

15 [h 5 5, (1,0,0)] 248.1

16 [n¼ 11, (3,3)] 269.1

17 [n¼ 12, (1,5)] 271.3

18 [h 5 6, (1,0,1)] 287.4

19 [h 5 7, (0,0,2)] 290.7

20 [h 5 8, (1,1,0)] 304.5
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general case where the eigen-functions are expected to

change significantly, variations in modal observability levels

can be considered for optimizing the sensor placement.

In this validation, the task was to design a robust virtual

sensor filter that performed reasonably well in the case of certain

dynamic uncertainties in the system. The natural frequencies of

the system were assumed to vary by 61.5%, with the damping

being proportionally affected. This variation amounted to reso-

nant frequency variations up to 64.3 Hz for the sixth cavity-

controlled resonance. The uncertainty in natural frequencies of

the modes was used as a representative problem to demonstrate

the virtual sensor’s robust performance. The vibro-acoustic sys-

tem dynamics was allowed to be time-variant within a certain

perturbation range, while the time-invariant virtual sensor had

to still accurately sense the interior sound pressure. This is a use-

ful practical application where the dynamics of vibro-acoustic

systems, such as the natural frequencies and damping, are not

known accurately and may change during the operations.

An acoustic volume velocity source at (0.430 m, 0.330 m,

0.850 m) inside the cavity was used as the primary disturbance

source. Here, an acoustic disturbance was used to emphasize

the virtual sensor performance in detecting cavity-controlled

modes by using structural sensors only. This is a more chal-

lenging problem than if the disturbance source is structural. In

the case of structural disturbance, vibro-acoustic modes that

are strongly dominated by structural vibration would be

excited, and such structural vibration can be directly detected

by structural sensors. In contrast, the cavity-controlled acous-

tic modes are generally weakly excited by the structural dis-

turbance due to the weak structural–acoustic coupling. On the

other hand, an acoustic disturbance can strongly excite cavity-

controlled acoustic modes that however cannot be sensed

directly by structural sensors except by considering the struc-

tural–acoustic coupling. In practical applications, acoustic dis-

turbance can occur and this virtual sensor design avoids using

acoustic sensors and instead relying on structural sensors that

can be compactly embedded on to existing flexible panels.

The vibro-acoustic system was modeled using a poly-

topic parameter uncertainty model in Eq. (6) with two verti-

ces L¼ 2, representing the natural frequency uncertainties of

þ1.5% for (k1¼ 0.0, k2¼ 1.0� k1¼ 1.0) and �1.5% for

(k1¼ 1.0, k2¼ 1.0� k1¼ 0.0). The strength of process/dis-

turbance and measurement noises was described by discrete

covariances of 10�10 m6/s2 and 10�14 m4/s2, respectively, in

which a sampling frequency of 10 KHz was used.

In designing a robust filter, the use of “extreme” Kalman

sub-filters, as proposed by Geromel and Martins (2009), may

not always achieve the best robust performance. In other

words, choosing candidates of Kalman sub-filters based on

nominal models with the extreme parameter variations may

not be the best option. In this work, the minimum error var-

iance (best sensing) and maximum error variance (worst

sensing) of a virtual sensor filter were investigated as func-

tions of polytope parameters of two nominal models, k1 and

k2. Two Kalman sub-filters were chosen to achieve a rela-

tively small maximum error variance for robust perform-

ance, while avoiding a substantial increase of its minimum

error variance. The selected two nominal models were

described by k1¼ (0.67, 0.33) and k2¼ (0.33, 0.67). The

optimal solution for the associated robust virtual sensor filter

is [j1, j2]T¼ [0.673, 0.327]T with the filter’s normalized

minimum and maximum error variances of 0.055 and 0.330,

respectively, as can be seen from the solid line in Fig. 5.

A. Virtual sensing performance

The magnitudes of nominal frequency responses from the

disturbance input to the acoustic virtual and structural vibra-

tion outputs are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. At

the acoustic virtual sensor output, the second–sixth cavity-

controlled modes (indicated by �) are clearly observable as

shown by high resonance responses. Figure 4(b) shows that

the structural sensor output had relatively high responses at

the resonances of modes of interest, particularly for the first

and seventh panel-controlled modes and the second–fourth

cavity-controlled modes. The robust virtual sensor response is

shown in Fig. 4(c). The result shows that the filter gain was

generally higher when the structural sensor output was low,

indicating the importance of structural sensor placement.

Figure 5 depicts the sensing error variance, normalized

by the variance of yv, for the robust virtual sensor and stand-

ard nominal Kalman virtual sensor. Here, k1 is the polytope

FIG. 4. The magnitude of nominal frequency responses from an acoustic

volume velocity source at (0.430 m, 0.330 m, 0.850 m) to: (a) acoustic pres-

sure at virtual sensing location (0.070 m, 0.816 m, 1.028 m) and (b) struc-

tural velocity at (0.297 m, 0.360 m). (� , first and seventh panel-controlled

modes; �, second–sixth cavity-controlled modes. (c) Magnitude of fre-

quency response for the robust virtual sensor.
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parameter in Eq. (7), whose values of 0.0, 0.5, and 1.0 repre-

senting resonant frequency uncertainties of þ1.5%, 0%

(nominal), and �1.5%, respectively. The performance of the

robust virtual sensor is shown by the solid line for varying

system uncertainties. The sensing performance of a nominal

Kalman filter with the same structural sensor is shown by the

dashed line. This filter expectedly had the lowest variance

for a nominal system at k1¼ 0.5 but an approximately 50%

worse variance at k1¼ 1.0 than that of the robust virtual sen-

sor. The proposed robust virtual sensor performed better at

most of the system uncertainties as intended.

Figures 6(a)–6(c) illustrate the broadband sensing per-

formance of the robust virtual sensor at the worst-case sys-

tem. A broadband volume velocity disturbance with a

bandwidth of 320 Hz was applied to the system, as shown in

Fig. 6(a), whose structural velocity vibration was observed

by the structural sensor as shown in Fig. 6(b). Figure 6(c)

shows the comparison of the true and estimated sound pres-

sures at the virtual sensor location inside the cavity (solid

line for the actual sound pressure; dotted line for the esti-

mated sound pressure). As observed, the virtual sensor was

still able to estimate the sound pressure with reasonable ac-

curacy even for the worst case.

Figure 7(a) depicts the frequency domain performance

for the nominal system, where cavity sound pressures were

accurately estimated over most of frequencies. At the worst

case where k1¼ 0.0 (the resonance frequencies were per-

turbed by þ1.5%) as shown in Fig. 7(b), only the estimation

of the third and eighth cavity-controlled resonances at

around 178.5 and 309.0 Hz suffer. (Note that the eighth cav-

ity-controlled mode was not targeted in the virtual sensor

design.) However, the virtual sensing was still reasonably

accurate, considering that the virtual sensor was a time-

invariant filter and the system was highly resonant. For com-

parison, using the quality-factor calculation and assuming a

weakly coupled approximation, the 3 dB bandwidth at

resonances was only up to 1.0%, relative to their resonant

frequencies. Thus 3.0% resonant frequency uncertainties

used in this numerical study were rather significant, which

demonstrate the performance of the proposed virtual sensor.

Furthermore, the proposed virtual sensor consequently has

a certain robustness property against variations in disturbance

input distribution. When the distribution or location of disturb-

ance input varies, a different proportion of vibro-acoustic

modes will be excited. As our virtual sensor is a broadband fil-

ter that considers sensing contribution from a number of modes

within a frequency band, the sensor can still accurately esti-

mate the sound pressure contributed by a different proportion

of these modes. The sensing performance obviously depends

on whether these modes are included in the virtual sensor

design so that the sensor can be made sensitive to observing

these modes. Therefore, one can design the sensor to focus on

a number of important vibro-acoustic modes although the dis-

turbance location or distribution may not be accurately known.

B. Active noise control performance using virtual
sensors

Based on the developed virtual sensor, active noise con-

trol was used to minimize noise at the virtual location. A vol-

ume velocity secondary source was located at (0.200 m,

0.350 m, 0.140 m) of system coordinates. The secondary

sound pressure frequency responses for the nominal and

worst cases are shown in Fig. 8. As expected, due to the

deterministic nature of control input u, the virtual sensing ac-

curacy was better than that for the primary responses shown

in Fig. 7. Based on the principle of active tonal control

FIG. 6. (Color online) Broadband virtual sensing performance in time-do-

main. (a) The 320 Hz bandwidth acoustic disturbance. (b) Measured struc-

tural velocity at the structural sensor location. (c) Cavity interior sound

pressure at the virtual sensor location: true (solid line) and estimated (dotted

line) sound pressures.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Normalized virtual sensing error variances for vary-

ing system uncertainties denoted by k1 for the standard Kalman filter

(dashed line) and robust virtual (solid line) sensors using a structural veloc-

ity sensor at (0.297 m, 0.360 m).
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(Elliott, 2001), the noise at virtual location can be expressed

by assuming the negligible measurement noise vp term

ŷvðxÞ ¼ ŷvdðxÞ þ Gv̂uðxÞuðxÞ; (15)

ucðxÞ ¼ �G†
v̂uðxÞŷvdðxÞ; (16)

yvðxÞ ¼ yvdðxÞ � GvuðxÞG†
v̂uðxÞŷvdðxÞ; (17)

where ŷvd and yvd are the estimated and true primary sound

pressures at the virtual location, Gv̂u is the transfer function

from control input to the virtual sound pressure, uc is the

optimal control input based on the pseudo-inverse of Gv̂u,

and Gvu is the transfer function from control input to the true

sound pressure. Note that a high level of measurement noise

vp can degrade the virtual sensing accuracy, thus affecting

the control performance. In particular, when the control sys-

tem is fully determined with as many secondary/control sour-

ces as the virtual sensors and Gv̂u is reasonably accurate and

invertible, the control performance depends solely on the ac-

curacy of the virtual sensor in estimating the primary sound

field at the virtual location. In practice, the “inversion” of

secondary transfer function can be implemented using adapt-

ive filtering method such as using the filtered-x LMS algo-

rithm (Elliott, 2001). In this work, to avoid excessive control

input due to inaccurate virtual sensing secondary path, the

magnitude of control input was limited to 0.8 of the magni-

tude of primary disturbance d.

Figure 9 shows the active control results for both nomi-

nal and worst cases. It is shown that even for the worst-case

system, the controller performed reasonably well over the

300 Hz bandwidth, although there was an increase of noise

FIG. 7. (Color online) Primary sound pressure frequency responses due to

10�5 m3/s root-mean-square (rms) acoustic volume velocity disturbance

input at (0.430 m, 0.330 m, 0.850 m) for (a) nominal case and (b) worst

case. Solid line, the true sound pressure response; dotted line, the estimated

sound pressure response from the virtual sensor.(� , first and seventh panel-

controlled modes; �, second–sixth cavity-controlled modes.

FIG. 8. (Color online) Secondary sound pressure frequency responses due

to a 10�5 m3/s rms deterministic acoustic volume velocity control input at

(0.200 m, 0.350 m, 0.140 m) for (a) nominal case and (b) worst case. Solid

line, the true sound pressure response; dash-dotted line, the estimated sound

pressure response from the virtual sensor. (� , first and seventh panel-con-

trolled modes; �, second–sixth cavity-controlled modes.
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at off-resonance regions. Lower noise reductions were

observed particularly at frequency range of 162–177 Hz due

to relatively low secondary path responses (see Fig. 8) and

limiting of maximum control input. It is interesting to see

that there was a noise increase around the resonance of the

seventh cavity-controlled mode at around 287–295 Hz, just

next to the sixth cavity-controlled resonance. The poor con-

trol performance in this region was due to the fact that this

mode was not prioritized in the structural sensor placement

elaborated in Halim et al. (2001), leading to a low structural

response as shown in Fig. 4(b). To improve the control per-

formance, the structural sensor location can be modified to

allow a higher resonance response for the mode, although

possibly at the expense of other modes.

Finally, although the proposed robust virtual sensor

design can readily be used with multiple structural sensors,

the work was focused on using a single structural sensor only,

as a performance benchmark, to demonstrate the accuracy of

virtual sensor regardless of the number of sensors used. How-

ever, the sensing performance of the virtual sensor can further

be improved by increasing the number of structural sensors.

As mentioned by Halim et al. (2010), it is not generally possi-

ble to locate a structural sensor to achieve high modal observ-

ability levels for a large number of modes, and a compromise

by prioritizing some important modes is thus required. The

ability of structural sensor to observe certain modes can have

a direct impact on the virtual sensor performance and robust-

ness. In this case, multiple structural sensors can reduce the

limitation of a single structural sensor. They can be strategi-

cally located on a flexible panel to achieve higher modal

observability levels for a larger number of modes.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The work proposed a design methodology for developing

a broadband robust virtual sensor for vibro-acoustic systems.

In contrast to previously developed virtual sensors, structural

sensors were used instead of acoustic sensors, allowing a

compact set of structural sensors including micro-electro-me-

chanical (MEMS) or piezoelectric sensors to be used for sens-

ing and active noise control applications. The virtual sensing

robustness was explicitly considered to guarantee a certain

sensing performance against dynamic uncertainties that were

expected to occur in a practical vibro-acoustic system.

A practical virtual sensor design method was proposed

for vibro-acoustic sensing and active control applications.

Multiple Kalman sub-filters were used to construct the robust

virtual sensor filter via the minimax optimization method. The

basic design principle is to obtain Kalman sub-filters from the

representative dynamic models and to optimize the convex

combination of those sub-filters to achieve the best worst-case

virtual sensing performance. This method can thus be readily

extended for applications involving complex vibro-acoustic

systems, whose uncertainty dynamic models are obtained

from numerical modeling or system identification methods.

The numerical validation on a rectangular panel-cavity

system demonstrated that it was possible to sense the interior

sound pressure, particularly the one contributed by the cav-

ity-controlled modes, using a structural sensor alone. The

robustness of virtual sensing performance could be suffi-

ciently achieved even for the worst-case dynamics. It was

shown that it is important to judiciously place the structural

sensor for obtaining effective virtual sensing performance.

As expected, the active noise control performance was found

to be dependent on virtual sensing accuracy. It was demon-

strated that an effective noise control performance could still

be achieved even at the worst-case dynamic. The proposed

virtual sensor can thus be used for attractive active control

applications for creating multiple zones of quiet by using a

fixed set of structural sensors.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Active tonal noise control using virtual sensing for

(a) nominal case and (b) worst case. Solid line, the primary sound pressure

response; dash-dotted line, the controlled sound pressure response. (� , first

and seventh panel-controlled modes; �, second–sixth cavity-controlled

modes.
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